Special challenges require special solutions – and that has always been our core competence. While it is actually not possible to get together in classrooms, it is still possible to develop skills and knowledge via remote training. In our virtual classrooms we offer to continue your learning journey and enable sharing best practices and knowledge with other experts.

Power Conversion offers customer-specific virtual courses on our technology solutions that enable you to benefit from our expertise and to meet GE experts remotely – wherever you are. Stay home, stay safe and avoid unnecessary travel time and cost, we provide easy online access.

Be it a series of virtual training sessions for your team or virtual training combined with “face-to-face” training at a later stage, we will design the right learning solution for your individual needs.

**Objectives of training:**

Virtual training provides fundamental knowledge about GE’s technology solutions. Participants will learn about theory of variable frequency drives and understand the range of applications. The sessions will prepare for further hands-on training activities and enable participants to identify and discuss critical components and functions for future fault finding and efficient operation of the system. GE experts will share best practices and give the opportunity to ask questions.
Customized Training Solutions –
Virtual Training for Power Conversion’s Technology Solutions

Format:
• Live training with a GE expert
• Set-up as a “Skype for Business” meeting
• Interactive small group training
• Digital training materials provided upfront (PDF files)

Target group:
Service engineers, technicians, operation personnel

Duration:
• 6 hours of virtual training per series
• Flexible schedule based on your individual requirements and availability

Benefits:
• Travel time and cost savings
• Simple access to training – wherever you work
• Still train as a group – with all the benefits, such as live exchange with other participants as well as the trainer (for Q&A)

Required equipment:
• Laptop or PC
• Internet connection
• Headset or microphone and speakers

Special offer:
Combine the virtual training with face-to-face training at a later stage at a GE training facility or on site on your own equipment. This special offer combines the advantages of both learning formats! That means: the overall training period is reduced, and your team will be able to implement and benefit from what they have learned more quickly to independently operate and maintain your equipment.

Example for such a combined training program:
> MV7000 VFD Operations and Maintenance Training
6 hours virtual training in total, scheduled based on your premises
4 days of practical hands-on training, on site or in GE training facility

Let your company request a training course for three or more participants at a date and time of your choice. We are looking forward to receiving your request.

For more information, just send an E-Mail to GEPC.Training@ge.com